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Brad Blackwood mastered the recording of my friend Brandon Herrington's band's Fast

Planet at his studio Euphonic Masters. The sonic quality was incredible! His mastering

production skills were clearly at work, producing a fine-sounding product that is now

available on the market. Brad Blackwood began his professional recording career as a

staff engineer at Ardent Studios, Memphis, Tennessee [Tape Op #58]. He gradually

gravitated to mastering when he found the precision of product refinement more suited to

his particular expertise and interests. Brad was awarded a Grammy for his work on Allison

Krauss' Paper Airplane album. Brad has also worked with Maroon 5, Three Days Grace, Korn,

Black Eyed Peas, the North Mississippi Allstars and many others. He has received 12

Grammy nominations, two Latin Grammy nominations and 15 Dove Award nominations. 

Why are recordings "mastered"?

It's the last creative step in the process of making a record, and the first technical step to producing a mass-produced

consumer product. Originally mastering was literally making the masters: it was cutting the acetate to make plates from. Then

in the late '60s, Doug Sax started the Mastering Lab. Before that mastering was done by all the labels in house. Doug started

doing it and set the bar really high. He also had developed a lot of custom equipment to produce masters. Over the years it

became creative processing and more about translating a cohesive feeling across a recording. It's about translation; you want

to make sure that whether it's played on an iPod or over the radio it sounds as good and as consistent as it can sound. 

In any media...

Yes. It's just a matter of translation more than anything. You want to make sure that you're listening in an environment that you

know very well, so that you know what it's going to sound like when it's played in those different sonic environments.

So your mastering philosophy is...?
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If anything, it's hands off. I'm a minimalist. I try to do the very least I

have to do to make the recording sound as good as it can sound.

Some guys use lots of color; I don't. My entire chain has been

designed and custom built for the purpose of being as sonically

neutral as possible. I don't want it colored or anything unless the

recording really needs it and if that is necessary we have the ability

to do it. But I try to leave no fingerprints on it if all possible. Now, it

usually takes some processing but I try to be neutral. It's considered

pretty old school the way we do it.

A typical mastering session consists of...?

I find that you can only hear the recording for the first time once. So

I get that initial objective, the gut response. What does it feel like

immediately? What sticks out? What sounds good? What doesn't?

The system I've built is about efficiency. I want to spend the least

amount of time to get the best possible sound. It doesn't mean I rush

through it, but the more you listen to something and the more you

become accustomed to the way it sounds the more you lose that

(initial) perspective. So I don't like to listen to material ahead of time

unless a client is worried about the mix. I want to make sure the

balances are okay, but I want to listen to it fresh while I'm working

on it and work quickly and not drag it out, because I don't want to

become accustomed to hearing the "works", if you will. Basically, the

session is that. We'll cut the record in a day, then upload reference

files for the client to download. If we need to tweak it, we tweak it, if

not we cut the parts whenever they're ready.

You started as a recording engineer?

I started in high school working with friends' bands. I didn't play an

instrument, but I was always the guy that knew hi-fi and stereo

equipment, so I would cobble stuff together and we'd record. I ended

up attending Full Sail and after graduation got a job at Ardent and

moved up here [to Memphis]. The first couple of years I thought I

really wanted to be a recording and mixing engineer, but it was a bit

excruciating listening to somebody try to hit a guitar part for an hour

and a half. Sometime in the late '90s Ardent bought a SADiE system;

it was when SADiE had just started. It's a digital editing system and

mastering platform. I learned it inside and out and became the guy

for all the editing. Gradually that just kind of slowly morphed into,

"Hey, why don't you do some EQ on this..." which I did under the

guidance of John Hampton [Tape Op #92] and John Fry. Those two

have just a ridiculous amount of experience and talent between

them. They did more to shape the way I hear things than anybody

else. Hampton was more hands on - I worked with him everyday and

he was more of an influence. Hampton was always good about

sticking his head in and hearing something and saying only a little

word or two. I'd think about it for a second and go, "Oh yeah. He's

totally right." He's got the ears for that. Those two guys taught me

how to listen. That's basically my entire job: I get
paid to listen to
music.
What formats do you master? 

We do digital of course, but we also do 1/4-inch and 1/2-inch analog.

I love the sound of analog. I don't know what it is, but for the most

part it seems like material that comes off analog always sounds

good. There's no question that the flexibility, efficiency and speed

with which you can work off digital files is just unparalleled. It takes a

lot longer mastering a record off analog than it does a digital. We

also have different digital sources. A vast majority is PCM (Pulse-

Code Modulation) but we do get some DSD (Direct Steam Digital)

material in as well, and that's almost like a different ballgame.

What's the difference between the two?

Well, it's a type of PCM , like a wave file, but DSD is really just a one

bit signal and uses pulse-density modulation encoding. It gives you a
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really wide bandwidth and so it's the closest to what came off the

console. 

You "restarted" Ardent mastering. How did that

come about, and what was the attraction in doing

so?

In the mid '80s Ardent Mastering, as it existed, was operated by

Larry Nix. Ardent felt like mastering was kind of dying off. They

basically sold it to Larry and he started L-Nix Mastering. When I got

there, it was a separate entity. So, one day Dana [Key], who at the

time was one of the owners of Ardent Records, said, "Why don't we

just let Brad master this record and see how it turns out". Everybody

liked it and it just opened the floodgate: probably 25 percent of my

late '90s mastering work was Ardent Records. I was already

mastering pretty much full time then in the little copy room, which

was my mastering room. I went to full time mastering in late '98.

Was Ardent Mastering more digitally oriented

than analog?

Yes, from a source standpoint. It's been that way my entire career.

We had some analog material, but most everything at Ardent was

mixed to DAT or [Alesis] Masterlink. When clients brought in tape I'd

pull out one of the machines and use that, but for the most part it's

always been mostly digital. We (re)started Ardent Mastering in '98,

and I ran it until '03 when I decided it was time for me to do my own

thing.

And you have been here in your studio for the

last...

Just over ten years. 

I've read that you worked with Jim Dickinson

[Tape Op #19], Jim Gaines, Skid Mills and others

who were centered at Ardent. What did you learn

from them related to mastering?

Dickinson was the first one. Everyone of them brought something

different to my world view and perspective of how I need to hear

things and my to approach to mastering. For example, Dickinson was

a very artistically minded person. He didn't care very much about the

technical aspect of things. For him it was about the vibe and the feel.

It's very easy for mastering guys to get caught up in the technical

aspect of it and forget the music; the love of the music and how cool

different textures are. Dickinson kept me focused on that. Jim Gaines

was just such an accomplished mix engineer. Throughout the '80s

and even the '90s he had so many huge hits that he mixed. He had

really great ears. He was one of those guys who wasn't afraid to

push the boundaries. "Let's try a little bit brighter. Let's try a little bit

darker." He was very artistic but he understood the technical aspect

of things very, very well. Skid was a big rock guy at the time. Today

he's doing a little bit of everything, but throughout the late '90s and all through the first ten years of the '90s he focused on rock

'n' roll; I mean just straight ahead rock. I've said for years that I think that the big heavy rock is probably the hardest thing in

the world to mix and master, because everything is at 11 and everything takes up all the space. The drums are huge and big

and the guitars are huge and big. Getting the sound to be "natural" is difficult. Skid is just so amazing at capturing that. He was

my most challenging client for the longest time, because he knew what he wanted it to sound like and I had to figure out how

to get it there. I love working on rock stuff, but I think those big, gigantic produced rock records are really hard to do well.
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I find that you can only hear the recording for the first time

once. So I get that initial objective, the gut response. What

does it feel like immediately? What sticks out? What sounds

good? What doesn't?

When you are mastering a project are the artists in the room with you?

No. I don't do attended sessions at all. If I know somebody really well, someone that I've worked with for years and years,

maybe I will; but generally no. Attended sessions take longer and cost the client more, because there are usually more

revisions. People have always had this mindset that when you show up and you're there, you can get it right the first time. 

Not true?

No. The reality is, this room sounds ridiculously good, but every room has it's own sonic imperfections. I found once I said "no

more attended sessions" that it was easier to meet client's limited budget restraints with a lot fewer revisions and delivering a

higher quality product. 

So artists don't meaningfully contribute to what you are trying to accomplish?

Honestly, not when they're in the room and unfamiliar with how it translates, in my experience.

Your studio is very nicely designed. Who designed it and what are it's special features

making it a "mastering studio?"

I designed the room myself — I know just enough about
acoustics to get myself in trouble. I did some mode

analysis of the room and discovered that the dimensions were actually really good. After working out here for a couple of years

I noticed the bottom end just wasn't quite right. I found myself having to figure out ways to make sure I had it exactly right. So

I talked to Thomas Jouanjean at Northward Acoustics in Belgium. He came in and did a few detailed changes: the front wall,

removed some bass trapping, and then rebuilt the entire rear wall using his own custom absorption material. The difference

was just absolutely astonishing. Now I'm at the point where I can hear something and react to it immediately. There's no

guessing whatsoever, which is really important to me. 

Your studio is full of custom gear. Who designed and built it?

All of it was built by Frank Lacy down in Oxford, Mississippi. I do have a Barry Porter EQ design, nicknamed the Net EQ, that I

had Frank build. It's just a fantastic EQ. My newest piece is a really unique 3 dB per octave capable hi/lo shelf unit that Frank

Lacy built. Another custom piece of gear is the Daveilizer; a Dave Collins design from when he was at A&M Mastering. It's a

natural, very clean sounding equalizer. I also have a Crane Song Ibis, actually the first Ibis Dave Hill ever made. It's a

mastering version that I use that as my dedicated mid-sided EQ. 

How did your work with Alison Krauss come about?

That was primarily through Mike Shipley. Paper Airplane was my second with her - I did a greatest hits album with her. There

have been a number of Alison Krauss and Union Station "Greatest Hits," but they were always compiled by labels or

management. This was the first one that she went through and picked out each one of the songs. We re-mastered everything

from the ground up. She was very happy with the way it turned out. Then Mike cut the record and they brought it to me. I was

thrilled to do it because they are absolutely astonishing musicians. 

Tell me about mastering or "re-mastering" the Emerson, Lake & Palmer records...

We mastered two of them for iTunes. The first [sef-titled] record and Tarkus. That was really cool. I'm an old classic rock

head, and just to be able to work on that stuff was amazing. 
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How did that come about?

That was a relational thing because John Kaplan, a good client of mine, recommended me to Pete Giberga, the director of A&R

for Razor and Tie. I got an email from Pete's assistant asking do you want to do some "ELP" stuff. It was like, "Is that really a

legitimate question? Are you kidding? Really?" I had to type out my response to be sure they meant "Emerson, Lake & Palmer." 

What new projects do you have in the works?

I just cut a new single for Jane's Addiction, which is cool. I was a huge Jane's fan back in like the '80s and early '90s. I think it

really shaped a lot of the way I listen to rock music. I just did the Korn record with Don Gilmore. Cutting the new Lamb of God.

A bunch of cool projects like that. 

Your list is very diverse.

I love the fact that I get to work on a little bit of everything. There are some guys that master records that get pigeon holed. "If

it's rock, we'll use this guy or if it's a blues record we'll use..."

You're not there yet.

I hope I don't ever get there. I don't want to be that guy. I want to be open for any project... in the meantime I'll keep listening

to music.

WWW.EUPHONICMASTERS.COM
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Mouse On Mars
German Electronic Lab Rats

Steven Nereo · March 15, 2005

Mouse on Mars have been electronic pioneers

since the early '90s, being one of the first

bands to successfully create electronic music

for the non-raving crowd - one of the more

important bands...

Colleen
A PC and Library Card in

Paris...

Richard Barone
Beginning with The Bongos...

Bren Davies · July 15, 2006

Contemplating the fullness of his schedule and

the richness of his life in music, Richard Barone

posits the notion that "a producer's work is

never done." From his childhood days in

Florida as The...

Twilight Circus
Dub in the Netherlands

Scott Becker · Nov. 15, 2001

Count
Remixes, DJ Shadow, Plug-ins

Larry Crane · May 15, 2007

Count, a member of the dreamy pop band

Halou, is becoming well-known for his

production, engineering and remix work. A

lucky break (right place, right time) and a

distinct sense of doing things his...

Howie Statland
Even more recording at home

David Weiss · Jan. 15, 2004
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Chachi Jones · Sept. 15, 2004

Cecile Schott grew up like most of us, in a

sleepy suburb where teenage doldrums are

fended off in garage bands and carefully

arranged mix tapes populated by the Pixies,

Sonic Youth and My Bloody...

Michael Bongiorno
Live recording Ani DiFranco

Leigh Marble · May 15, 2007

Michael Bongiorno faces unusual challenges as

a recording engineer. Rather than working in

the cozy confines of a traditional recording

studio, he sets up shop in a different city

every night, but...

You know those cathartic protests against

globalization? How come they're so well co-

ordinated in cities as far flung as Seattle and

Genoa? Could it be that the disappearance of

boundaries in global...

Ross Hogarth
Whatever Works...

Dave Fisher · Nov. 15, 2005

Ross Hogarth is one of the nicest people you'll

ever meet. His career spans multiple genres,

years, and artists, and his discography reads

like a Who's Who of the music industry. Having

worked on...

Howie Statland, one of the brightest

guitarist/songwriters in New York

Cityandfounderofthegritty rock group

NYCSmoke, is out of milk, so he's making me

drink my coffee black. Normally, I would

never...

Chazz Lyons
Surviving in Paradise.

Larry Crane · Jan. 15, 2005

One afternoon, late last summer, I found

myself walking down a dead end street, two

blocks off the famous Waikiki beach in Hawaii,

looking for the address where I was to meet

the owner of a local...
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